PERFORMANCE PHILOSOPHY VOL 3 (1) (2017) the grid's system design presents as a geography of geometricized reason that is matched by the no less impactful circuits of migrant flows and marronage flights (Césaire 1955; Roberts 2015) .
What Deleuze and Guattari call "fugitives from geometricization" are nothing less than lines that escape geometry (Fer 2004, 55-56; Deleuze and Guattari 1988, 499) . Another way of saying it is that grids always also double as network sabotage. The mathematical correlate is Menger's Theorem, the optimization principle of connectivity that holds the key to breaking networks: if you can identify the rule that makes a grid cohere, you can disrupt it.
2 The grid's reason warps and woofs, if you can master it.
Yet it's still hard to shake the enduring fiction of the grid's neutrality, on the one hand; or its "totalitarianism," on the other (Siegert 2015, 98) . I am wary of kingmen's games in the former interpretation, and sympathetic to the concerns of the latter. For Latin Americanists like Walter Mignolo (1995) , for example, Spanish grids enact violence, a cartographic "emptying" of indigenous histories in the Americas. A medium and a mechanism for such clearings, the cartographic grid stalls and installs coloniality, but not without shady deals, getaways, stowaways, and storytelling.
Meanwhile, Mercator maps simultaneously project latitudes and longitudes pointing eternally
North South East and West off the sheer surface of the map's paper, as if the earth were flat;
because it is not, such maps bluntly disfigure and deform space, and cannot measure the world as it is, even if Mercator maps continue to influence the imagination. The medium is the message.
While cultural conceptions of space are diverse, historians of cartography show that cartographic power in the Americas is a symptom of nationalizing administrations in search of pinning down "fugitive" (unofficial, unacknowledged, illegitimate, illegible, and resistant) landscapes.
3 As such, maps posit historically located and subjective forms of knowledge, rather than pure science; as Raymond Craib observes, "Maps are active, creative, and constitutive. More bluntly, they are implicated in creating the reality that they presume to reveal" (Craib 2000, 13) . Revisiting the grid cannot but reenact the doubling of thing and idea, in all its fantasias.
Where the grid presents as pliable material and tool, its plasticity is So say the physicists. Long story short, Einstein's 1915 theory of relativity advances the idea that matter (energy) bends the grid of spacetime, producing dips and distortions in the webbed fabric of the universe: the grid warps and bends, the twisting has the effect of frame-dragging, the dilations curve timespace. Gravitational astrophysicists invite us to consider the sound of the grid when they listen to the bends of spacetime's drum. In a way, this is what Georges Bataille saw, when he suggested that "space can become a fish which eats another," because he perceives space as matter in itself, matter that also functions as a site for digesting relationships of distance (Fer 1997, 4) . It is matter that inscribes the gravitational bends and the pliable planes of the polyrhythmic universe.
Reviewing grid orthodoxies invokes a commotion of disciplinary interests, definitions, and affordances (a design term for whatever an object allows a user to do). For me, the polyglot and polymathic grid has to do with ontological eurythmics. The grid's affinities are with the cult of Pythagoras, in which geometric form (and numerical elucidation, in mathematics) express the harmony of the universe. The grid's elemental lexicon is always proprioceptive. This can be articulated in architectural proportion, and in musical rhythm; in visual and sonic cultures. I don't know what is going on exactly between music and mathematics. Just don't let them tell you these things are "only" myth. The return to materialism in contemporary philosophy is a manyheaded hydra and I will not attempt to account for it here. 6 Except to say that it's already been around for a while; 7 and that thinking the systems, organizations, materialities, and technologies of things are (alongside the social life of things, as Appadurai [1986] suggests) among the most pressing social challenges of our time.
If the grid "serves to constitute a world of objects imagined by a subject" (Siegert 2015, 107) , no less anthropocentric in emphasis, in my view, is the problem of how the grid in turn facilitates the question how "power issues not simply from signification and how we signify, but also how the world of objects about us is organized" (Bryant 2011, 18) . What I'm interested in are the ways that the grid, as art and science (as design), can be used to make sense of the very forces it enacts and transforms, on the understanding that cultural production cannot be separated from material registers of the real.
8
For media and cultural studies, the idea is not new; for media archaeology, the emphasis on materiality and technique is all, i.e. "data storage, transmission, and calculation in technological media" (Kittler 1990, 369) . In the arts, renewed attention to what materials do (human and nonhuman objects and things) gives the nod to performance theory, too (Schweitzer and Zerdy 2014) .
Visual cultures, in particular, sustain robust dialogues with ways of thinking objects and materials, including constructivist, geometric, and non-objective works of the most recent centuries. For the better part of this essay it is back to the future of the grid's visual cultures that I turn.
The grid's representational capabilities have long been put to use to make perspective: to emplot the heavens, hell, and empire alike (if you believe in such things). At the same time, the grid's abstractions continue to be regarded with suspicion. It's a question of legibility. The grid's Janusfaced powers compel cultural norms and refuse them. Rather than reject the grid as too distant from socially located performance research, I think we can ill afford to ignore the horizons of grid technologies and controls that so powerfully harness and transform social relationships. A return to the polymathic and polyglot grid poses an opportunity to attend both sites and modes of cultural practices and techniques. In reality, there is no choice; the grid's materialities are upon us. In the beginning was the grid, and the grid was with you.
As a whole, William Egginton's (2009) reading of the baroque could be said to locate the sum of such self-referential problematics, from idealist philosophy to discursive and object oriented works, within the anxious history of reason's durability. In baroque and neo-baroque perspectives, artifact and artifice blur the line between outsides and insides, deterritorializing agential spaces of spectacle and spectatorship. I recognize grid dynamics in these flows of thought. Read one way, the grid emplots known knowns; read another way, it supplies the circuitry of escape. But it's both at the same time, and it's never either/or. Most likely, the grid's alter ego is dark matter. PERFORMANCE PHILOSOPHY VOL 3 (1) (2017)
The grid powerfully persists as organizational apparatus, or dispositive (Foucault 1980, 194 (Heidegger 1971, 165 In response to a control society that deepens the entanglements of systems, structures, and disciplines, infrastructure is today's new keyword (Berlant 2016) . In early cybernetics, Norbert
Weiner explains, "control is nothing but the sending of messages which effectively change the behavior of the recipient" (Weiner 1950, 8) . Because so many organizational systems, structures, and disciplinary logics continually reconfigure the world (and vice-versa), today's new media cultures, materials, and ecologies are to be found wherever and however grids emplot social, visual, virtual, and spatial complexities, ad-hoc recombinatory coalitions and assemblages coding (and concealing) conduct and conflict, from public utilities to communications and cyberwarfare.
As I've argued before, performance research participates in the dynamics of social change, including migrations of agency, in the material and the imaginary (Nielsen 2012) .
Perspective
For most, the grid provides a gameplan: a form of organization, a mechanism, a discourse, a geometry, a city, an architecture; a media. It stipulates science, social science, and art. Easy as tictac-toe, the grid typically presents an outwardly extending logic in the ordering of things, as well as an assignment of spatial coordinates. At a glance, the grid is an apparatus to graph and make the measure of space, often to serialize it, without end. As the art critic Rosalind Krauss observes, "the grid extends, in all directions, into infinity" (1979, 60) . Looking inwards, the grid's uses are seen too in games like checkers and chess, where laws control strategy and movement within the PERFORMANCE PHILOSOPHY VOL 3 (1) (2017) boundedness of that closed and ordered space. Closed grid schematics render fixity like the lock of a crossword puzzle. As a media, the grid grants access to "the expanded scene of viewing" (Fer 2004, 24) . Behold the screen, man the scrum: vision "is not simply a matter of looking at the vista before us, but of entering into and moving across a field of vision" (57). the mathematics of geometric form in order to put "art in the hands of the artist" (Alberti 1956, 40) . The visual arts have long understood the grid as a key optic of modernity that produces perception about space; orders subjects objects and things in space; at the same time that it disorganizes and disrupts matter and movement within and beyond its matrices, never attaining the fugitive and occult real. The grid's alignments are prospective and retrospective; latent and proactive; real and illusory. Interestingly, Krauss's seminal essay, "Grids," defines the grid for modern art as antimimetic, and as anti-real, concerned neither with authenticity, or the discourse of originality. PERFORMANCE PHILOSOPHY VOL 3 (1) (2017)
The question, Krauss later suggests, is what emerges from the grid's repetition and recurrence (1981, 54) ; and from that I infer the question of how forces and systems concurrently succeed and falter in ordering the wandering matters of social life. As I noted earlier, tensions between abstraction and representation define modernist debates centering on the grid as a totalizing means of managing space through relationships of distance, on the one hand; and on the other, as the pathway to breaches in the system of modern administrations, whether in the context of pictures, or in the world.
Consistently, however, Krauss's emphasis on the grid's "paralogical suspensions," as emblem and myth, summons a structure and perhaps even more crucially a concept of the grid that allows for inconsistency, and contradiction (1979, 55) . This insight continues to inform digital media scholarship (see Hu 2016) . Given the grid's penchant for geometry, geometricisation, and fugitivity (from Star Wars to marronage), it will come as no surprise that for me, the grid's "paralogical suspensions" bring to mind things that are associated with (and given a name) in the Old and New
World baroques, and the Latin American neo-baroque after that. 13 The many guises of the grid's Reconquista (and runaways) never cease to churn.
On its own terms, the Latin American neo-baroque is defined not so much by the baroque's old (and rich) flamboyance, as by new world heterogeneity (and thrift)-its abundant resourcefulness, and simulacra: an avant-garde visual and literary register that accommodates many more formal and cultural logics than any one traditional 'genre' generally allows (Wollen 1993; Zamora 2006 ).
Revisiting the Spanish baroque's profuse play with illusion and the real, the Latin American neobaroque (as an aesthetic movement) makes a power play for riotous intertextuality-heteroglossic, virtuosic, and polyrhythmic-that, like the grid, also abstains from discourses of authenticity and originality. Rather than submit to any paradigm of loss (Calabrese 1992, xii) , however, I see instability, polydimensionality and change as constitutive of grid logics and systems (partners in crime), rather than outside of it.
Following Deleuze, art historian Briony Fer reminds us that the enactment of repetition itself yields difference, whether in the context of design, the technological sublime, or performance: "repetition could be partial or infinite, redemptive or destructive" (2004, 3) . Threads of dissent, distraction and dissonance weave through every grid. Unlike some literary scholars, I don't think performance research is at risk of assuming that aesthetic forms and structures are ontologically separate from sociopolitical ones. 14 I do think, however, that we cannot underestimate the surplus of systems, structures, infrastructures, and bureaucratic devices that order, thwart, and transform the materiality of social life (Nielsen forthcoming). In the brief case studies that follow, I visit two different port cities which themselves curate and review the pasts and the futures of grid logics.
Bienal Internacional de Arte Contemporáneo, Cartagena de Indias, 2014
Thanks to a friend, a conference on Negrismo (Blackness, or Négritude in the Spanish Caribbean) at the Universidad de Cartagena brought me to Colombia in the Spring of 2014. I was thinking about beisbol in the Caribbean, and the riddle of labor and performance (Nielsen, in-progress the corner of a three-story courtyard wall that directs the gaze upwards and elsewhere, the piece weaves a mass of black thread and white pearl beads through the gridiron bars of a window. At first, I thought it was hair, the needles and pins sharply tucking the absent body in. Using windows throughout the Palacio, the site-specific installation is indeed about absence: if the seat of New rather the architectural capacities of textile materials in weaving, prioritizing the structure of the fabric" (Smith 2014, xvii) . While the diagram is the preferred instrument of architectural formalism, its bureaucratic sign; the grid's penchant for latent spatiality, however, supplies techniques for PERFORMANCE PHILOSOPHY VOL 3 (1) (2017) probing and disrupting order. In weaving, the field is sculptural and dynamic; its folds and drums sound out material culture.
Traditionally, the business of craft and the material limits of matter are one thing; the fine arts of design medias, another. As Craft theorist Glenn Adamson rhetorically asks, "Isn't craft something mastered in the hands, not the mind? Something consisting of physical actions, rather than abstract ideas?" (2007, 1) It's well known that the hierarchical division of labor appears in Kant's
Critique of Judgment, as the subjugation of work versus the "free." "Art differs from handicraft: the first is called free, the other may be called mercenary" (Kant 1914, 184) . 17 Supplementing divisions of labor that so clearly reverberate in del Rivero's work-and in Cartagena, a wealthy slave port that attracted pirates and privateers (escaped slaves fled the coast city, settling inland in Palenque, meaning walled city, a city of refuge, the first free African settlement in the Americas that also uses the city grid) -what I want to follow here is the idea that weaving, like seafaring, and marronage, is a cultural technique of the grid that stalls and installs geometricization, making and escaping the system (fugitive lines).
For an installation in the Palacio de la Inquisición, this is a powerful idea. Appropriately, perhaps, it also leads to a digression (elsewhere valued as hyperlink): while visitor attention is invariably drawn to the collection of iron torture instruments assembled in the back gardens of the Palacio, I
was more interested in the question of how, exactly, an individual might denounce an enemy to the Inquisition. Motive is easy (control, competition, sabotage) , but what is the technique?
From solicitous museum guides, I gather that the living history says anonymous accusations consisted in tossing bundled and weighted paper up into one of the windows of the Palacio. Like an inbox. Not deposition (sworn out of court testimony used to gather information as part of the discovery process; in modern law, hearsay is not admissible at trial) but accusation. Judgments were orally issued from another window, on the other side of the building; the outbox. Each of these windows serves as a threshold in accounting and certification, a good reminder that for Spain the Reconquista at home, and in the New World colonization beyond, are feats of bureaucracy achieved through documents, records, licenses, petitions, certification and verification rituals that reformulated identificatory regimes of the modern age-and the arts of forgery (Siegert 2015, 82) . 18 In colonial mediascapes, the grid anoints institutional and other powers. for the reason many long distance travellers, and Asian talent, do: for work. I was quickly informed that because urbanization eliminated 95% of its forests, Singapore aims to be a 'smart' garden city, with 46% greenery cover by 2007 and green building standards mandating sustainability (Clifford 2015, 70 National Gallery, which opened in November 2015, answers to that monumentality across a variety of medias, most strikingly in its architectural design. 22 In the words of its promoters, the Singapore National Gallery 'occupies' two national monuments: the former Supreme Court (1939) (2017) today's people now walk on air, "a civic plaza in the sky," lifted up and into a perspective that was never intended for its newly restored pillars of governance. It's great theatre: if once viewed as an architectural column to look up to, a feat of structural engineering as well as an aesthetic of power, visitors to the Singapore National Gallery are invited to respect the past at the same time that they now literally look down on its old Corinthian columns, peering into its darkened windows of authority like a oversized dollhouse that once schooled the territory. Provincializing the West, no doubt Singapore grew 'up' (Chakrabarty) . This branchy power is big, beyond animal-making Singapore not so much a city of the lion anymore (the Merlion, in Malay, Singa-Laut), as it is an instance and an utterance of two apparently irreconcilable yet here recombinatory forces, the apex of coopetition: both centralized actual organization ("a system of strata") and virtual "rhizomatic" management. With its disarmingly familiar arboreal governmentality, presented as a cluster of upward reaching natural branches, the new construction first brings to the imagination a kind of living genealogy. For Deleuze and Guattari, of course, the verticality of the tree specifically models centralized authoritarian power, a structure with hierarchical modes of communication and preestablished paths, which they view negatively. By contrast, the rhizome, they argue, is "anti-genealogy," and even "antimemory," with lines generating spontaneous and mobile metamorphosis. At the Singapore National Gallery, this is not the contradiction it appears to be. Like Singapore's unique neoliberal assemblages, its blend of algorithmic management with strong leadership, materialize in the apertures of the Gallery. In
retrospect, if they knew what we know today about trees (see Wollehben 2016) Deleuze and
Guattari might not be so hard on trees. Let me explain. PERFORMANCE PHILOSOPHY VOL 3 (1) (2017) As architecture, the piece offers a monumentalized still-life-a sculpture of a thing that is indeed structured and organized, and yet also dynamic-the way an MRI (magnetic resonance imaging)
captures an outwardly visible moment of form, and some of its pulsing circuitries, but cannot fully detect or display the electrical impulses within a brain, or the full extent of its radiant connectivity.
Those impulses more closely resemble the kind of rhizomatic movement Deleuze and Guattari advocate, "defined solely by the circulation of states." Operating simultaneously by deep structure and by variation, "the rhizome pertains to a map that must be produced, constructed, a map that is always detachable, connectable, reversible, modifiable, and has multiple entryways and exits, and its own lines of flight" (Deleuze and Guattari 1987, 23) . Three dimensionally reaching not just vertically but horizontally as well, intimating (if not achieving) the form a sphere, the Singapore National Gallery materializes as both a decentralized and a distributed network, a resilient interlocking of forms articulating macropolitics as well as the micropolitics of assemblages (25). At once an organization and a dispersal, the Singapore National Gallery proposes a neural landscape, or system: as technological mediascape, this Singapore is bigger than the old citadel of City Hall, and badder than Ayn Rand, symbols of antiquated sciences. Visitors can touch the capitol that was once capital, as if it were, yes, museum artifact.
Singapore's organic reconquest of the colonial city in favor of the once and future smart city-state,
gives rise to the order of code itself, signaling not the end of time but the end of old time keeping machines and keepsakes, the age of watches, clocks, and computers replaced by digital grids, syntech, and biotic matter, assemblages of a particularly multicultural national transformation that shows no signs of losing its stride but rather capitalizes spectacularly on contradictory forces, not least Anglo-American capitalism and global algorithmic management, fine tuned with the central controls of the Southeast Asian state. Applying Nicholas Negroponte's analysis, the staging of Singapore's "clean and green" futurity at the Singapore National Gallery is on the mark. Biotech is the new digital. The materials revolution enabled by digital technology now makes it possible to program materials (to have sense, logic, and replication capacities). "Yesterday we programmed machines. Today we program matter itself" (Tibbits 2017 ). Game on.
That said, the architectural design is not exactly unique. The Singapore National Gallery is quite obviously two blocks conjoined by a window, an imaginary trajectory that provides a threshold and a boundary, an enclosure and aperture, an inside and an outside. As modernist fugue, the grid of windows, veils, and windows offers the space of fantasia, a projection back on the practice of perception. Reenacting the perception of form, this is a transformative strategy, describing the autotelic condition of seeing, at the same time that it facilitates a view of oneself (whether nation or city or citizen or alien) as a mediated experience, whether it is to see out of one's loneliness or to activate a commons (Olk 2014, 57) . We're back in the baroque. But Kitnik (2016) also observes that today's designed open spaces and working environments articulate an ideology of flexibility, mobility, and sociability that is specific to post-Fordist creative economy production values and processes. In the networked, smartly mediated global city, developing creativity and connectedness is orthodox management strategy. PERFORMANCE PHILOSOPHY VOL 3 (1) (2017)
The belief that spaces without scripted functions harbor great possibilities is nothing new to the art world, or to the grid; the question is how that belief and those grid spaces can be put to use in particular historical times and places. The history of architecture and modernism rehearses industrial progress, as Kitnick explains: "The primordial spaces of modernism were spaces of labor.
It was on the industrial efficiency of the factory that many of the fundamental attributes of modern architecture-the grid, the open plan, the revealed structure-were developed" (2016, 121).
Warehouses converted for studio and performance purposes keep the ideology of industry alive so that today, "recent architecture poses such places not as sites of class conflict or encounters with difference but simply as settings for individual interactions. In such designs, a society structured by power, class, or ideology seems hardly to exist, replaced by an idealized possibility for innovation" (122). If all the world is a grid, the Singapore National Gallery's threshold space stages the dream of cyborg subjects as unbound site of information exchange. "'Creativity' now trumps craft, and industry has given way to 'information'" (122). The grid proliferates, and accelerates.
In a 24 November 2014 speech launching Singapore's "Smart Nation," Prime Minister Lee Hsein
Loong makes it clear that "The Smart Nation is not just a slogan-It is a rallying concept for all of us to work together to transform our future together. " The ubiquitous connectivity of everything recharges urban grid medias in a green dream of utopic efficiency regimes; and yet nobody has to be reminded that futurism has a history. On the one hand 'technology' could theoretically facilitate the growth of ecologically sustainable cities, with progressive urban planning informed, perhaps, by the simulations of strategy game SimCity. But cities bear the scars of history, and data are a form of power (Iliadis and Russo 2016 But what's coming down the pike isn't just about apps and urban infrastructure as we know it.
Focusing on the intersection of physical technology and analytical software to build the industrial internet (rather than all those pesky apps associated with the consumer internet of things), William
Ruh, CEO of GE Digital (Boston, MA, and San Ramon, CA), says "There's going to be a shift in the universe and nobody knows how it's going to play out" (Dodge 2016) . The programmability of the material world-of fluids and the entire flora and fauna of things-revives wild and far-reaching questions about the riotous presence of things. PERFORMANCE PHILOSOPHY VOL 3 (1) (2017)
Conclusion
A major illusion of the art system is that art resides in specific objects.
Jack Burnham (1969, 50) What does the grid mean for media ecologies today? For many critics, by the late 1960s the question was no longer how words, subjects, objects, or bodies do things; it was abut how systems do things-and it was exciting. In a techno-utopianism that he would later reject, Jack Burnham planning, engineering, and communications media. In the era of Homo Arbiter Formae, "Art now challenges the entire art information processing structure, not merely its content" (Burnham 1969 ).
In short, what I gather from Burnham is that performance studies orthodoxy concerning speech acts, or how to do things with words (Austin 1962) biotics. This is to expand and shift attention from the representation of meaning to the conditions of representation; in so doing, the grid offers ways to examine the rigs of repetition, material and otherwise. Whereas closed grid regimes render fixity like the lock of a crossword puzzle, they also suggest the universe is both more capaciously diverse, and, in a state of flux. To riff off László
Moholy-Nagy, the illiteracy of the future will be ignorance not of reading, writing, or even photography, but of the grid and its networks (1989, 90 1 Media archaeology, following Foucault, aims not for linear progression but "tries to establish the systems of transformation that constitute change" (Foucault 1972, 173) . Jussi Parikka explains: "Where do you start when you begin thinking media archaeologically? Do you start with past media, like a 'proper' historian? Or from our own current world of media devices, software, platforms, networks, social media, plasma screens and such, like a 'proper' analyst of digital culture would? […] you start in the middle -from the entanglement of past and present, and accept the complexity this decision brings with it to any analysis of modern media culture" (2012a, 5).
2 A principle of connectivity in graph theory, Menger's Theorem indentifies flow and optimization problems in networks, necessary for building and sustaining an equilibrium of inputs and outputs in distributive systems. 3 The intimacy between maps and paintings is well-known.
Until science claimed cartography, mapmaking and landscape painting were kindred activities, often performed by the same hand.
[…] Cartography and landscape painting were also connected by the fact that their practitioners held common conceptions of the earth and shared the problems of selecting phenomena and of representing them coherently on a plane surface.
[…] So alike were the approaches and the products of painters and cartographers that until the Renaissance there was no terminology to distinguish clearly between maps and paintings. (Rees 1980, 72 13 It has to be said, though, that those paralogical suspensions Krauss speaks of involve things that are not limited to periodization, or even to those genres. This reading is uncontroversial: there have been a number of 'liberators' of artistic form from chronological confines (Focillon 1989) , not least concerning the time-tripping baroque (Maravall 1986; Deleuze 1993; Ndalianis 2004) . For Egginton, "The Baroque is theater, and the theater is baroque" (2009, 39).
14 Caroline Levine invites readers to export literary analysis to "new objects," such as "the social structures and institutions that are among the most crucial sites of political efficacy" (2015, 23 24 See Townsend (2013) . With many smart ideas, one smart nation, and plenty of trisectoral collaboration, electronic networks, sensors, and apps proliferate the digital service economy, amass the internet of things, build the industrial internet of things -and reconfigure civil society. In the public, digital applications and platforms manage not just buses, trains, planes, automobiles, hospitals, and banks but systems of transportation, health, food, and financial services industries. 25 Bishop hews closely to analyzing modes of subjectification that the rejection of objects (and objectivity) characteristically entails. See Claire Bishop (2008, 111) . 26 In cyberwarfare, the 2010 detection of Stuxnet, a self-replicating computer malware capable of autonomous crossings between the virtual and this kinetic world, alerts publics to the reach of algorithmic grid medias. See Gibney (2016) . 27 Abaroa's project speaks to continuity and change in curatorial practices and/as governance. Critics similarly concerned with the role of anthropology in the coloniality of power increasingly reevaluate the regimes that usually inform curatorial authority. For example, Tony Bennett, Ben Dibley and Rodney Harrison express "a concern with the ways the processes of data collection and modes of anthropological expertise on which they are dependent are enrolled in various governmental practices targeting the conduct of colonial and metropolitan populations and subjects" (2014, 145) . Their focus is on the assemblages of material culture (including "the human bodies, recording devices, paper techniques, theoretical statements and so on"), which make anthropological data calculable, [as?] in "the museum collection, the photographic archive, the population census, the social survey or the anthropologist's office" (140). In Bennett's terms, such fieldwork agencements doubly operate as assemblages at the intersections of museums, fields, publics, universities: all the administrative practices and networks of the research enterprise (142). 
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